
action Research Evaluating  Curriculum
Revisions Using iMovie’s Ken Burns Effect.

Action Research by Catherine Aki
31 sixth graders at rural a school.
Assess Curricular Revisions

Picture  Module - Ken Burns effect.
Rubric  provides students with criteria

Results
87 % manipulated one picture correctly

Implications
Revise more module rubrics



Introduction

As part of the strategic plan for a rural school,
students are required to complete a least one
multimedia project per year.

AR focused upon importing still pictures

Used Ken Burns Effect



Ken Burns Effect

Documentary film maker technique

Pan and zoom on historical still pictures

Creates movement

Pan is the side to side

Zoom is the in and out.



Literature review

Student processes

Teacher Technology integration

Specific multimedia rubrics

End products

Learning by doing in technology



methods

Preparation
Collaboration with 6th grade teacher
Countries - content topic
Graphic organizers
Web links in Wikipedia
Maps, pictures, information

Pacing Guide for the remainder of the year.
Web page highlighting Ken Burns effect



Webpage

 



Rubric Components

Components Each project includes  these elements: Possible 
 Points 

Technical  Pictures, transitions/titles, time limit, 
Voice over, Musical background. 

 
25 

Content/Proces s  Evidence of planning, execution and 
final edit 

 
15 

Aesthetic value  Quality and organization 10 
 Total project points 50 

 



Old Rubric

Technical 
Techniques used 
to create projec t  

5  4 - 3  2 - 1  0  

     Pictures 
    5 points 

Pictures, video, 
drawings, clip art 
etc, enhance the 
impact of  the 
message, story 
line, report, etc. 

Project has video, 
pictures, drawings  
or clip art etc 
which conveys 
message, story 
line, report etc. 

Pictures, video, 
drawings, clip art 
etc distract from 
message, story 
line, report etc. 

No pictures, 
video, drawings, 
clip art, etc. 

 
 
 
 
 



New rubric

Technical 
Techniques 
used to 
create 
projec t  

5  4 - 3  2 - 1  0  

     
Pictures 
    5 points 

Pictures, 
drawings, 
clip art etc. 
has 
movement 
which is 
precise, 
technically 
correct and 
creates a 
“wow” 
factor. 

Project has 
pictures, 
drawings  or 
clip art etc 
which move  
appropriately 
within the 
picture, 
example 
face, body, 
landscape 
etc. 

Pictures,  
drawings, 
clip art etc 
move, zoom, 
pan to an 
inappropriate 
location 
within the 
picture, 
examples, 
nose, sky, 
dark corner 
etc. 

No 
pictures, 
video, 
drawings, 
clip art, 
etc. 

 



Complications

Work around

Duplicate project

Created on lab desktop

Apply Ken Burns technique

Drag and drop modified pictures into
original project in server file



Results

Parental permission forms
31 out of 51 students handed in

27 out of 31 successfully created a test project
Average score was 3.39, the median was
3.5 and the mode was 4

Rubric Points Parental
Permission Five points Four Points Three Points Two Points

Students 31 3 13 8 7



Raw Data



Criteria

Average = 3 points
Manipulated at least one picture

Diverse = 4 points
Both panned and zoomed

Wow = 5
Reverse zoom
Pan a ship



Implications

Ken Burns Technique shown

Web page presentation

Whole group demonstration

Peer discussions

One on one coaching



Discussion

Twelve students showed panning
Eleven students zoomed into a picture
Six projects had default zoom
Seven projects showed no use of the Ken
Burns effect

Different result possible if no server
problems

 Default Duration
Five seconds may need adjustment



Conclusion

More than half the students illustrated
mastery of the Ken Burns effect.

More than two thirds demonstrated
understanding of some aspect of the
technique.

Possible curriculum adjustments will need to
be made



Questions?

Answers


